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Abstract
Over the last two decades, creative, agile, lean and strategic design approaches have become increasingly prevalent in the development of interactive technologies, but tensions exist with longer established approaches such as human factors engineering and user-centered design. These tensions can be harnessed productively by first giving equal status in principle to creative, business and agile engineering practices, and then supporting this with flexible critical approaches and resources that can balance and integrate a range of multidisciplinary design practices.
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Overview
The themes of this course are: design work, creative practices, agility, lean, worth, experience, balance, integration, and generosity (worth-focused BIG design). The course combines and integrates high level perspectives on design (creative, engineering, strategic worth focus, usage and contexts foci). It reviews the
major results of design research since the 1970s to communicate the nature of creative design practices and the role of generosity in innovative design. It relates these practices to more formal engineering design approaches (including user-centred, agile and lean variants), with the goal of providing effective bases for balancing and integrating multi-disciplinary practices within interaction design. These bases are further strengthened by understandings of worth (balance of benefits over costs and risks of usage) and experience (meaning making through interaction). The resulting conceptual framework is made practical through novel and adapted approaches to design and evaluation.

**Benefits**
As a result of attending this course, attendees will gain

- Knowledge about disciplinary differences between creative, strategic, technical and human perspectives on interactive software (and in particular, understand the roles of reflection in creative practices)
- Knowledge of strategies and approaches for applying and integrating diverse perspectives within a dynamic development process (in particular, creative and worth-focused perspectives in agile or lean settings)
- New perspectives on design work that support reflection on balance and integration, rather than following prescribed processes based on a single disciplinary position
- A broader and deeper understanding of design work and design management

**Intended Audience**
This course is aimed at broad, open minded and curious practitioners, educators and researchers in creative design, software development and interactive technologies who want to understand novel creative and worth-focused approaches to Interaction Design, both in research and practice, as a basis for reviewing, extending and balancing their existing practices and introducing design process innovations.

**Prerequisites**
There are no formal pre-requisites. Attendees should ideally have experience of several design/development projects from initiation to completion, mastery of an existing discipline (e.g., computing, creative design, engineering, marketing, innovation strategy) and awareness of others. Most important is a willingness to have existing positions and values challenged, to try out new approaches with attendees from diverse backgrounds, and to discuss your initial experiences with these new approaches.

**Content**
Attendees will learn about disciplinary differences between creative, technical and human perspectives, as well as strategies for integrating diverse perspectives within a dynamic development process. The course will systematically introduce, integrate and exploit:

- Creative, agile, lean, engineering and human-centered design practices: origins, similarities and differences; results of ‘research into design’ studies; the role of design arenas in different design paradigms
The concept of worth as a strategic focus for design purpose, its implications for design practice, and supporting approaches and resources

- Adding worth-foci to existing user-centred approaches such as personas, scenarios and empirical evaluation
- Means-ends chains and laddering as approaches to integrating technical, creative, experiential and strategic aspects of design
- Worth sketches and worth maps
- Collaborative creativity methods, using 6-3-5 Brainwriting as a practical hands-on example
- Individual creativity methods, using mind-mapping as a practical hands-on example

**Practical Work**

- Individual identification of technical, creative, experiential and strategic aspects of design within a worth-focused interaction scenario (design arena identification)
- Group exercise building on scenario analysis to create a worth sketch for a web service (design arena integration)
- Collaborative brainwriting and mind mapping exercises as input to a follow on group exercise to extend the worth sketch from attendees’ personal experiences and knowledge, plus new insights arising during exercises (design arena expansion and further integration)
- Group reflection and discussion on successes and difficulties during practical exercises on the course.
- Plenary discussion of alternative process structures to standard UCD and current agile/lean lifecycles

**Presenter Background**

Gilbert Cockton is Professor of Design Theory in the School of Design at Northumbria University in Newcastle upon Tyne, UK, where he leads the university multidisciplinary IDEATE research theme on design ideation.
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